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"This book is both clear and comprehensive ... explains confusing points concisely and accurately ... covers all essentials of English Grammar and usage ... the book is user friendly."

- Dr. Doug Babington
  Professor of English and Associate Director
  The Writing Center, Queen’s University, Canada

"Most practical English Grammar handbook with excellent socio-cultural examples and local flavors."

- Ms. Claris Donce
  Lecturer in Languages and Communications Development
  Bunda College, University of Malawi

"A book of innovation! Innovatively contains civic education and life skills planning information of the 21st century for the general public and especially for the youth."

- Ms. Catherine Mpangelo
  UNICEF Country Representative, Malawi

INTENSIVE ENGLISH GRAMMAR ANALYSIS
BY EXAMPLES

Articles and Particles ★ Subject and Verb Agreement ★ Tricky and Misused words ★ Singular and Plural ★ Active and Passive voice ★ Direct and Indirect Speech ★ Dynamic and Non-dynamic verbs ★ Adjectives and Adverbs ★ Prepositions ★ Question tags ★ Capitalization ★ Punctuation marks ★ Spelling rules ★ ...and many more.
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